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Key features and 
benefits of Safe &
Sound
Takes only seconds to apply.
Super strong, providing security.
Minimal reduction in visability.
Applied silently, reducing disruption.
Broken glass, quickly made safe, 
provides peace of mind.
Cost effective, no need call out 
contractors to put up expensive and
damaging boarding. High emergency
call out fees become a thing of the
past.
Allows you to replace the glass when
it is convenient for you.
As it’s stuck together in one piece.
Measured grid makes cutting 
accurate and easy.
Protects against the elements.

How do you apply
Safe & Sound? 
So easy anyone can apply it.
Measure the area of glass that needs
to be made secure.
Cut the required amount of Safe and
Sound. 
Apply the Safe & Sound onto the
glass using gloves and smooth down
with a roller or cloth. 
Large areas of broken glass can be
overlapped to cover the area securely.

A quick and easily 
applied protective
shield for broken glass 

What is Safe & Sound? 
Safe & Sound is a major advance in
protective technology. 
A clear plastic film that has incredible
tensile strength for security. 
A strong adhesive on one side of the
film that holds broken glass like a
vice. 

How does Safe &
Sound work?
Quickly cutting and sticking the strong
laminated film on any broken window
pane or mirror provides instant 
security, whilst preventing loose glass
from becoming a danger. Safe &
Sound can be applied without 
expensive application equipment
making it the perfect emergency tool.

Where would you use
Safe & Sound?

Securing broken glass in minutes

Single or double glazed units. 
Glazed doors and internal glass 
partitions. Mirrors.  Any emergency,
where public safety requires making
an area safe from broken or falling
glass. 

Measure

Cut

Apply

Rolls are 36” wide.
Available as:

3 meter lengths 
6 meter lengths

The IM Group utilizes a process of continuous product improvement for all of our products. While we do strictly adhere to our products’ specifications, we routinely
implement product improvements. Therefore, please contact us for our most current product specifications. IM Group warrants the quality of this product when used according
to directions. User shall determine suitability of product for use and assumes all risk. The seller will not accept liability for more than product replacement. 
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